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is tolerably certain that Charles Albert himself believed
in the justice of his claims.
Meanwhile a far more dangerous enemy than the
elector was silently preparing for action. Frederick of
Prussia saw in the Emperor's death an opportunity for
aggrandisement such as might never occur again, and
with characteristic promptitude determined at once to
Frederick utilise it by seizing Silesia and reviving his
determines claims on the duchies of Jagerndorf, Liegnitz,
to assert his    ^   .	,   TTr , ,	TT	,-	j ^ •
Silesian Bneg, and Wohlau. Having formed this re-
claims, solution, he sent for Podewils and Schwerin, the
most trusted of his ministers and his best general, to
consult with them as to the mode of executing it. The
seizure itself would not be difficult; the real difficulties
would come afterwards.
After four days' deliberation it was decided to begin
by taking possession of Silesia, peaceable possession if
Resolves to possible, and then to open negotiations with
seize Silesia, Maria Theresa. The usual practice of the
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open nego- Hohenzollerns had been to oner their services
nations. to Austria, and to trust to her promises for
obtaining what they wanted in return. The futility of
this mode of procedure had been made apparent in the
case of Frederick William. Austria accepted his services
and then broke her- promises. Frederick determined to
get his reward first and give her no opportunity for per-
fidy.
The terms he was prepared to offer were the following:
to defend Austria against all other claimants ; to assist
the Grandduke of Tuscany in obtaining the
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Imperial Crown; to resign the Prussian claims
on Juliers and Berg; and to advance a considerable sum
of ready money. In return he demanded the whole or
at any rate part of Silesia. It required some effrontery
to offer such terms to the haughty Austrian, and Frederick

